The following section features attorneys who have demonstrated leadership qualities and have achieved the AV Preeminent rating by Martindale-Hubbell®.

Martindale-Hubbell®, the company that has long set the standard for lawyer ratings, has supplied ALM with a list of Top Rated Lawyers who have achieved an AV® Preeminent® Peer Review Rating, the highest rating in legal ability and ethical standards. To create this section, Martindale-Hubbell® tapped its comprehensive database of Martindale-Hubbell® Peer Review Ratings™ to identify lawyers who have been rated by their peers to be AV® Preeminent™.

Martindale Hubbell Peer Review Ratings are driven by the confidential opinions of lawyers and members of the judiciary who receive invitations from Martindale-Hubbell®, via an online survey or by mail, to provide reviews of lawyers of whom they have professional knowledge.

A complete directory of all AV® Preeminent™ lawyers can be found online at Lawyers.com® and Martindale.com, in the Martindale-Hubbell® Law Directory in print and CD-ROM formats, and online through the LexisNexis® services and at lexis.com. Attorneys shown do not constitute the full list of “Top Rated Lawyers.”

**Mary Alexander**

A champion for seriously injured people and their families

Mary Alexander is passionate about securing both justice and compensation for severely injured people and their families. Her dedication to the law and expertise in health and science make her a trusted resource for clients as well as referring attorneys.

The State Bar of California inducted Mary into its Trial Lawyer Hall of Fame in 2012, an honor given to only one attorney each year. Her meticulous preparation and courtroom presence are reflected in such successes as a team effort that resulted in a $1.15 billion verdict in a lead paint case.

This year, Alexander and Jennifer L. Fiore have been named to the Super Lawyers list, an honor Alexander has achieved every year since 2006. She also has received the Champion of Justice Award, the highest honor of the American Association of Justice, and the Trial Lawyer of the Year from San Francisco Trial Lawyers and Public Justice (2014), a national trial lawyer association.

**Mary Alexander & Associates, P.C.**

44 Montgomery Street, Suite 1303, San Francisco, CA 94104

**Gregory A. Cade**

Law Offices of Environmental Litigation Group, P.C.
2160 Highland Ave S, Birmingham, AL 35205
p: (205) 328-9200 | f: (205) 328-9456
www.elglaw.com

Greg is currently handling thousands of individual and community claims. These stem from injuries due to exposure to asbestos, creosote, coke emissions, benzene, dioxins, PAHs, PCBs, and other known toxicants.
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MARK R. WOLFE

A

dmitted to practice law in Louisiana and Georgia, Mark R. Wolfe is a Senior Partner at Wolfe, Begoun & Pick, LLC, having 35 years of litigation experience. The Firm maintains a general civil practice throughout the state, while Mark places an emphasis on: Plaintiff’s Personal Injury, achieving multiple multi-million dollar recoveries in automobile collision litigation; Medical Malpractice, recovering the Statutory Cap on behalf of many clients; business litigation, serving as general counsel for several local businesses. Mark was an Assistant Bar Examiner in Torts, 1988-2013, Assistant Visiting Professor of Paralegal Studies at Tulane University City College 1994-2005; Past Recipient of the ATLA Wiedeman Wysocki Citation of Excellence in the Practice of Law; Past Member of the LTLA Board of Directors, a Legislative Key Contact; and frequent lecturer. Mr. Wolfe is a LexisNexis Martindale Hubble AV Preeminent Attorney as rated by the Judiciary, his Peers and his Clients. Mark earned his ABJ at the University of Alabama and graduated from the National Institute of Trial Advocacy 1986.

WOLFE, BEGOUN & PICK, LLC

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

818 Howard Avenue, Suite 100
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113
Telephone (504) 569-9500 | Facsimile: (504) 569-9005
mwolfe@wbplaw.com

TOP RATED LAWYERS

CALIFORNIA  NEWPORT BEACH

ROBERT J. MCKENNON

Mr. McKennon, the founding shareholder of McKennon Law Group PC, is a nationally recognized expert in insurance litigation and has litigated hundreds of insurance matters, including life, health and disability insurance, insurance bad faith, unfair trade practices, and ERISA/employee benefits. He is also widely recognized as being among the top insurance litigators in California, receiving numerous recognitions as a top insurance attorney, including being named a Southern California Super Lawyer® from 2011 to 2016 and receiving the highest ratings possible by AVVO and Martindale-Hubbell.

Robert McKennon spent almost 25 years representing insurance companies. During that time, he also served as a guest speaker at local and national conferences concerning life, health, disability, and ERISA issues, and chaired numerous national conferences on these topics. He has authored numerous articles and book material on insurance matters. Mr. McKennon and his firm now represent individual and business policyholders, challenging the same insurance industry he previously represented.

Mr. McKennon and his attorneys now use their considerable skills, knowledge and experience to help people like the dental hygienist, the small business owner and the lawyer take on powerful insurance companies and fight for their benefits. After years of representing policyholders, Mr. McKennon is now well-known for his tenacity in helping them fight for their insurance benefits. He believes his firm is so successful because “we litigate aggressively, we provide top quality work and we are not afraid to take insurers to trial.”

The McKennon Law Group PC also represents businesses and individuals in connection with their property and casualty, general commercial liability, directors and officers or other business insurance policies.

http://www.americanlawyer.com/top-rated-lawyers
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RICHARD S. JAFFE

The Law Office of Cohen & Jaffe, LLP is a personal injury law firm dedicated to protecting the rights of injured accident victims. We have successfully handled thousands of accident and injury cases since we opened our doors in the early 1980's. Many of our verdicts and settlements have exceeded $1 Million Dollars. We are proud of our established reputation in both the courts and our community.

Our attorneys have an extensive record of successful personal injury trials throughout the courts in Long Island and the New York City metropolitan area. We are experienced litigators, and prepare every case as if it is going to trial.

Our goals are the same as yours: we want to help you reclaim your life after you have suffered a serious personal injury. It's about more than just negotiating with an insurance company or filing a lawsuit. We know you have immediate concerns, like paying your bills, recovering your lost wages, and keeping your job, not to mention getting the best medical care and caring for your family while you are recovering. Call us. We will help you put your life back together.

THE LAW OFFICE OF COHEN & JAFFE, LLP

OREGON  WEST LINN

BRYAN DAWSON

We are a leading firm in Portland handling personal injury, insurance defense, commercial, and construction cases. We have many accolades, high-value jury awards and settlements, and praise from clients and peers. What really sets us apart is that we’re one of few firms who consistently practice on both the plaintiff and defense sides in wrongful death and catastrophic injury cases. Many lawyers have to speculate about what an opponent is thinking or will do next. Not us – because we have been on the other side in numerous cases. We also have a great mix of long-term and new clients. Clients have hired us for decades when they could hire any firm in town because they appreciate our efficient work and excellent results. Our many new clients each year appreciate our ability to explain legal issues to clients who have often never been involved in a case. If you have a case in Portland, Oregon, take a look at our website www.dawlaw.net and then give us a call at 503-656-0400.

Dawson Law Group P.C.

5695 Hood Street
West Linn OR 97068
(503) 656-0400 • www.dawlaw.net

CALIFORNIA  SAN FRANCISCO

STEVEN A. FABBRO

Steven A. Fabbro has over 30 years of experience specializing in personal injury, product liability, traumatic brain injury, premises liability and wrongful death cases involving individuals who have suffered catastrophic, life-changing injuries. He works with highly experienced forensic experts in the fields of accident reconstruction, economic evaluation, mechanical engineering, medical care and physical rehabilitation to prepare and prove cases on behalf of his clients who are victims of tractor-trailer collisions, construction accidents, automobile accidents, or defective machinery and industrial equipment.

Mr. Fabbro has also handled several large mass tort cases involving hundreds of claims of toxic exposure, contaminated food products, defective medical devices, pharmaceutical products and vaccines, and food supplements.

His client base is comprised of individuals from across the Americas, Asia, and Europe. Mr. Fabbro is admitted to practice before the United States Supreme Court, the California Supreme Court, the United States Court of Appeals, the United District Courts for the Northern, Southern and Eastern Districts of California.

Mr. Fabbro accepts cases on a contingency fee basis. Office locations in San Francisco and Modesto serve the San Francisco Bay Area and Central Valley, California.

LAW OFFICES OF STEVEN A. FABBRO

Experience and Proven Results

601 Montgomery Street, Suite 2000, San Francisco, CA 94111

http://www.americanlawyer.com/top-rated-lawyers
During Jonas K. Seigel’s last semester of law school, he decided to drive from Michigan to Louisiana and spend his vacation week volunteering with New Orleans Habitat for Humanity to help rebuild a city devastated by Hurricane Katrina. Only he did not stay for a week, but for four months. In those four months, Seigel helped to build nearly a dozen homes in the Lower 9th Ward and provide a new beginning to those who lost all that they had. When asked why he put his law school graduation off a semester to help strangers in a city that he had never visited, he simply explained, “it was the right thing to do.”

Several months later, Jonas became a lawyer and returned home to Bergen County where he could continue to do right for those who were wronged. It did not take very long. Only a few years later, he found a woman and her two young boys crying in the waiting room of his office. The woman explained that her husband was killed in a motorcycle accident and the police report had found him at fault. Although she had been turned down by the largest personal injury firms in New Jersey, Seigel decided to investigate the matter because it was simply the right thing to do. After visiting the scene of the accident, Seigel was able to obtain surveillance footage proving that a motorist had made an illegal U-Turn and caused the death of the motorcyclist. Additionally, Seigel was able to locate a receipt which would later prove that the motorist was purchasing industrial machinery parts for his employer, opening the door to a claim against a multi-million dollar corporation. The compensation protected the lives of the family forever.

Seigel has been recognized for his achievements and service to the profession, the bar, and the community. However, his awards and recoveries will always come second to the lives he has changed and his promise to always do the right thing. After all, Seigel did not become a lawyer for fame or fortune, but to speak for those who cannot be heard and protect those who are injured.

Today, Seigel represents those catastrophically injured as a result of personal injury, medical malpractice, and product liability matters. As managing partner of Seigel Law, he, along with some of the best trial attorneys and support staff in the state, will always be found in the middle of the fight for justice and never on the sidelines.

SEIGEL LAW
PROTECTING THE INJURED
505 GOFFLE ROAD, RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
201-444-4000
Jennifer Donaldson is an AV Preeminent rated attorney and a graduate of the University of Colorado Law School. She has practiced personal injury law in the Denver area and throughout the State of Colorado for 27 years. Ms. Donaldson represents victims of auto, motorcycle and truck accidents; bicycle accidents; dog bites; ski collisions; and wrongful death claims. Jennifer Donaldson helps injury victims obtain compensation for damages including medical expenses, lost wages and pain and suffering.

Ms. Donaldson understands that injury victims experience unique challenges as they attempt the process of putting the pieces of their life back together. She and her staff make it a priority to provide each client with the care and attention they need to get through the often difficult process of a personal injury claim.

Law Office of Jennifer L. Donaldson

2300 15th Street, Suite 200, Denver, CO 80202
p: 303.458.5000, f: 303.458.5003
www.donaldsonlaw.com

Michael Bogdanow

Michael Bogdanow is the Managing Officer of Meehan, Boyle, Black & Bogdanow, P.C., a firm specializing in representing victims of personal injuries and wrongful death. Michael has handled numerous federal and state court appeals for MB&B and other firms. He was recognized as one of 2015’s top ten lawyers of the year by Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly for his appellate advocacy in Reckis v. Johnson & Johnson, 471 Mass. 272 (2015). Samantha Reckis suffered debilitating injuries as a result of taking Children’s Motrin, the firm obtained a $63,000,000 jury verdict for her and her parents, and the judgment was affirmed by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. Bogdanow received his J.D. degree, cum laude from Harvard, Master of Fine Arts degree from Columbia, and B.A. degree, magna cum laude from Brandeis. He was selected as Boston’s 2015 Appellate Lawyer of the Year by U.S. News & World Report and Best Lawyers. He is the author of Massachusetts Tort Damages (Lexis Legal Publishing), and has served as Chair of the Joint Bar Committee on Judicial Appointments, Co-Chair of the Boston Bar Association Litigation Section and President of the Massachusetts Chapter of the Federal Bar Association.

Jennifer Donaldson

Jennifer Donaldson is an AV Preeminent rated attorney and a graduate of the University of Colorado Law School. She has practiced personal injury law in the Denver area and throughout the State of Colorado for 27 years. Ms. Donaldson represents victims of auto, motorcycle and truck accidents; bicycle accidents; dog bites; ski collisions; and wrongful death claims. Jennifer Donaldson helps injury victims obtain compensation for damages including medical expenses, lost wages and pain and suffering.

Ms. Donaldson understands that injury victims experience unique challenges as they attempt the process of putting the pieces of their life back together. She and her staff make it a priority to provide each client with the care and attention they need to get through the often difficult process of a personal injury claim.

Law Office of Jennifer L. Donaldson

2300 15th Street, Suite 200, Denver, CO 80202
p: 303.458.5000, f: 303.458.5003
www.donaldsonlaw.com

Alan S. Hock

Alan S. Hock, a partner of the firm and Martindale AV-Preeminent rated, has been practicing law for over 30 years and Chairs the Intellectual Property Department at Moritt Hock & Hamroff. A significant part of his intellectual property practice involves representing celebrities in connection with endorsements, licensing and business transactions where his clients’ valuable intellectual properties are integral assets. Alan’s clients include Emmy® Award winning producers, Grammy® Award performers and All-Star professional athletes. Alan also represents some of the nation’s leading retailers both in the traditional retail setting and in connection with their online properties. In 2014, Alan was recognized as one of New York’s leading lawyers by New York Super Lawyers®.

Firm: Moritt Hock & Hamroff
Address: 400 Garden City Plaza, Garden City, NY 11530
Phone: 516.873.2000, 516.873.2010
Email: ahock@moritt-hock.com • www.moritt-hock.com